GARDE’W ON ThE %ELAU’lOGRAPH.

(Paper No. 3271.)
“

The Telautograph.”

By Major PHILIP
CARDEW,R.E.
THEtelautograph, as its name implies, transmits facsimile writing
to a distance. The accomplishment of this object has been sought
for years, and other solutions of the problem have been found, but
the telautograph must certainly be allowed to excel in simplicity
and in the comparative smallness of its requirements. The transmitting agency is, of course, electricity;thedistance
may be
severalhundred miles andpractically no time is occupied i n
transmission. One important advantageis that only two insulated
linesare necessary-no more, in fact, than are
now in use for
every telephone circuit.
The credit for the conception of the principle of action of this
instrumentappears to be due to thelate Mr. E. A. Cowper,
M. Inst. C.E., who described it in the year 1879.’ I t was subsequentlytakenupby
Professor Elisha Gray,who made many
improvements, and it has finally been made a practical instrument
by Mr. F. Ritchie.
Thetransmitting and receiving mechanism appearstohave
been suggested by thepantagraph,the
system of jointed rods
having been cut in half at the fixed points, one half heing at the
transmitting end, and the other half at the receiving end of the
line. The
articulated
system
of rods on thetransmitter
is
connected with a pencil, and resolves the motion of this pencil into
circular motions of two arms, carrying contact brushes pressing on
rheostat arcs somewhat similar i n construction to the commutator
or collector of acontinuous-current dynamo, but arranged in a
plane arc instead of on the surface of a cylinder. These rheostats
contain 496 segments, the total resistance in each rheostat amounting t o 7,000 ohms. At the receiving end is m articulated system
similar to the transmission system, except that the rods are made
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as light as possible ; by means of this system the circular motions
of two coils of wire,moving instrongmagnetic
fields, and
connected to the system of rods, are compounded to give motion to
a very light pen. The motive-power is provided by a battery of
twelve accumulator cells a t each end, and these are so connected as
to oppose each other when the instruments arenot in use, but when
a message is to be sent the battery at the sending endis reversed
by a switchactuated by the pencil. The electrical connections
are indicated in the diagram, Fig. 1. It will be seen that current
passes from earth at the transmitting endto earth at the receiving
R, line (a), and moving coil C, and
end, throughtherheostat
similarly through the other line ( b ) and through both batteries in
series. The position of the pencil at the sending end determines
that of each of the rheostat arms, and the position of the latter
determines the current flowing in each line, and in consequence
the angular displacement of each moving coil at the receivingend.
By means of the articulated system of rods, the angular motion of
the coils produces a motion of the pen over a strip of paper. In
order thatthe movements of thereceivingpenshallexactly
correspond with those of the pencil at the transmitting end, it is
necessary thattheanglethroughwhich
each coil moves in
response to a movement of the corresponding rheostat-arm shall
be exactlyequaltotheangular
movement of the rheostat-arm
itself.
The force experienced by the coil, i n consequence of the current
passing through it and the inclination
of its axis to the strong
magnetic field inwhich it is placed, is opposed by a flat-coil
spring, and the forces are such that the friction of the moving
partsispracticallynegligible.
Hence, for a givencurrentthe
position assumed by the coil is a perfectly definite one, and for
a given electromotive force in the circuit the desired correspondence of movementcan be secured bytheadjustment
of the
resistancesbetween
theseveral contact-plates of the rheostat,
provided that the other resistances in circuit are kept constant, or
are so small compared withtherheostat
resistance thattheir
variationmaybe
neglected. For use on ordinary circuits, the
line resistance is made up to 300 ohms, and the resistance of the
moving coil is 185 ohms, thebattery
resistance beingquite
negligible. Thus it will be seen thattherheostat
resistance,
which is 7,000 ohms when at the maximum, largely preponderates
over the otherresistances in the circuit. It is, moreover, constructed
of metal having a very small variation in resistance with change
of temperature.
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A11 extra motions of the pencil beyond the absolute formation
of the letters of the message, as, for instance, when the pencil is

moved to start a new line, althoughfollowed by the receiving pen,
are not recorded, and thus the received message is not confused or
obliteratedbyunmeaning
lines. This is accomplished in the
following manner :The metallic plate supporting thepaper at the transmittingend
is hinged, so that, when thepencil presses on the paper, the plate is
depressed through a small distance against a spring, and completes
a local circuit,throughtheprimary
of aninduction coil, and
I n this
through a vibrating contactoperated bythecurrent.
primary coil a vibrating current is thus setup, which gives rise to
an alternating current in the secondary winding, and this alternating currentis transmitted, througha condenser, to thelines, and,
passing through a similar condenser at the receiving end, causes a
vibration in the tongue of a small relay.
This vibration throws
sufficient resistance into a local circuitcontainingan
electromagnet torelease
thearmature
of the electro-magnet. This
armaturebeing mechanically connected toa
stiff wire which
is attractedthewire
crosses the paper, whenthearmature
slightly lifts the articulated rods and the pen from the paper, but
when the armature is released the point of the pen rests on the
paper. The friction of the rods on the wire is about the same as
that of the penon the paper, so that themotions are not interfered
with although markingis prevented.
Another ingenious device is the provision for shifting the paper
at both ends simultaneously. A mechanical arrangement is provided at the sending end, whereby the paper is fed forward, step
by step, and a t each step a switch is operated, which breaks the
circuit from earth during the movement ; this operates a relay at
the receivingend, and, by means of an electro-magnet controlledby
this relay and suitablemechanism, the paper at the receivingend
is fed forward by a corresponding amount.
A call-signal is also
provided by means of a call-key. When a call is required, the
instrumentsatboth
ends will be arranged for receiving, the
pencils being in the position provided for them when not in use,
this position beinganalogous to that of a telephone hanging on its
switch-lever. The batteries are then in opposition to each other,
andthere is practically no current flowing inthe lines. By
means of the call-key, one of the lines can be connected to earth,
causing a current from thebatteryattheother
end to flow
through the correspondingrelay, and allowing local current to
pass through its front contact, and through the back contact of
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the relay in the other line (which is inactive at this time) to the
signal-bell.
I n the diagram,Fig. 1, are shown only the sending arrangements
a t one station and the receiving arrangements at the other,
for the
sake of clearness, but it will be understood that the instruments
a t each endareexactlysimilar,andthatwhile
some of the
appliances shown a t one end are really cut out of circuit at the
other end when not in use, others remain i n circuit at all times.
The circuits of the operative currents may be traced from the
following descriptions :Call circuit.-From earth at sendingend, through line (a), relay
A, and the battery at the receiving end
to earth.
Paper-shifting circuit.-From earth at the sending end, through
(a) to the paper-shifting
the battery at the sending end, by line
relay, battery, and earth at the receivingend.
Writingcircuit.-From
earth and battery at the sending
end,
splitting through the rheostatsR R, lines ( a ) and ( b ) , moving coils
C C, and relays A A ; thence reunited through the battery at the
receiving end to earth.
Pen-lifting circuit.-Alternating currents from the secondary of
the induction-coil at the sendingend, by line ( a ) through the penlifter relay and the condenser at the receiving end, returning by
line (b) to complete the circuit through thecondenser.
ThePaperis
accompanied by a drawing, from whichthe
Figure in the text hasbeen prepared.
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